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Housekeeping & Rules

● This is a no blame no judgement environment

● Please hold questions till the end of the session

● Please make sure questions are related to the presentation    
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Motor Vehicle Division                     
Dealer Licensing

 Regulatory Manager: Robert Smith

 Unit Supervisor: Aliyah Carter

 Project Specialist: Matthew Hermiz
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Exemptions
Customers who are eligible for exemptions, such as the surviving spouse of a fallen first responder 
or military member, have called to request refunds when their exemption was not applied. As clerks 
we need to be aware and ask our customers if the they have all the documentation needed with 
them to complete this transaction correctly.
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Emissions
A licensed motor vehicle dealer whose place of business is located in a non-attainment area cannot deliver motor vehicles 
to the retail purchaser (regardless whether the purchaser lives in an attainment or non-attainment area), until the vehicle 
complies with emissions standards (unless the vehicle is exempt). If the vehicle is being sold between licensed dealers, a 
test is NOT required.

● A dealer in an emissions required area has to have the vehicle emissions tested before the dealer sells the vehicle to 
a retail customer.  It doesn't matter where the retail customer lives, Therefore the Emissions inspection certificate is 
required to be submitted with all supporting documents.

● When the dealer is in an attainment area and sells to a customer in a non-attainment area, the customer is 
responsible for completing the emissions testing requirements.

View the policy 8.9.3 Emissions Requirements for more information.

https://policies.mvm.azdot.gov/Default.htm#08%20Title%20and%20Registration/8.9%20General%20Registration%20Information/8.9.3_Emissions_Requirements.htm%3FTocPath%3D08%2520Title%2520and%2520Registration%7C8.9%2520General%2520Registration%2520Information%7C_____3
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Locking In Customer’s Credit
We want to make sure that we are locking in customer credit when processing Dealer 
permits.This way the Authorized Third Party that is working the transaction can transfer the 
locked credit account to the new vehicle without having to submit a support form… The 
reason being is that they will not able to transfer credit that is in a locked account. This 
process happens when the 45 day permit is being issued on the clerks end of the process. 
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